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PROTEST MARCHES AND THE LIKE ARE THE WAYS OF THE KUFFAAR

Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“Whoever emulates a people is of them.”

Islam is a Deen totally apart from every other religion, ideology, culture and way. There is
absolutely no meeting of the two. Just as east and west cannot meet, so too Islam cannot
compromise its Tareeqah in the wretched, haraam ways of the kuffaar as propagated by
deviates and modernists.

Street marches and protests are not of the ways of Islam. Islam knows only two ways: Jihad or
Sabr. When Muslims are unable to wage Jihad as Islam demands, then the only other option is
Sabr.

The ingredients of Sabr are remorse, repentance, submission to the Shariah, adoption of the
Sunnah and Dua. All these methods adopted by pseudo Muslims, modernists, munaafiqs and
zindeeqs are immoral and haraam. The call to join such marches and protest gatherings are
inspirations of shaitaan. From whence did these miscreants acquire the education of street
marches and protests of kuffaar hue?
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Of the greatest lament in this emulation of the Kuffaar is the denudation of the hayaa and
purdah of Muslim females who are on the streets just like or worse than prostitutes. There are
no more shameless specimens of humanity than professed Muslim females on the streets
protesting, prancing and screaming like apes. They are worse than even kuffaar females for
whom immodesty is the norm.

All of these ‘symbolic activities’ are snares of shaitaan to further demoralize and ruin the Imaan
and Haya of Muslims, especially of Muslim womanhood. The idea that these protests cultivate
‘unity’ is another stupid imagination of the zindeeqs. There can be no unity of Muslims
structured on a haraam and immoral basis. There is no ‘Palestinian cause’. The conflagration is
nothing but the La’nat and Athaab of Allah Ta’ala on Muslims who have become the worst
traitors against Islam.

A silly organization called, South African Muslim Network, says in its advert on the hallucinated
‘palestinian cause’:

“We need continuous broad based activism if we are to make any impact.”

Since these characters have been schooled and educated by kuffaar in kuffaar institutions
where their Imaan was raped and their Islamic morality effaced, their brains function within the
extremely narrow straitjacket confines which their colonial masters have fitted for them. They
scream slogans against the Yahood while they think, dress, eat, act and excrete like the
Yahood. There is hardly any difference between the lifestyle of these protesters and that of the
Yahood. And as for the Palestinians themselves, there is no difference at all. The only
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difference between the Palestinians and the Yahood is in slogannery and mutual hatred. But of
Islam, there is extremely little in the Samset characters, and nil in the Palestinians.

The only ‘activism’ which the Shariah recognizes is Inaabat ilallaah (Reversion to Allah Ta’ala),
and that Way has been shown by Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) and the Sahaabah,
and that Way is extant in the Sunnah – the Qur’aan and Hadith, and that is the only Way for the
Mu’mineen.

The Palestinains and their stupid, fake, jellyfish ‘supporters’ have exhausted all their ‘activism’
over the past 7 decades, but today they are more humiliated than they ever were before.
Nothing of their ‘activism’ has availed because the Athaab of Allah Azza Wa Jal is unstoppable
and cannot be thwarted. They are engaging in a huge mockery of islam with their haraam street
marches and displaying Muslim women on the roads to all and sundry.

The advices tendered by the Samset juhala are un-Islamic, stupid and futile. These fellows
should educate themselves in the basics of the Deen. They should learn how to perform
Tahaarat and Salaat correctly. They should rectify their Aqeedah and reform their morality. Only
then will their brains open up and their spiritual eyes will only then be able to distinguish
between Imaan and kufr – Haqq and baatil. Currently they all are trapped in a drunken stupor
of
nafsaaniyat and shaitaaniyat.

It does not befit people of Imaan to act like monkeys and follow the ways of the Yahood and
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Nasaara then scream slogans against them whilst leading practical lives in total submission to
these enemies of Islam. The only valid assistance Muslims can offer Palestinians in the current
circumstances is financial support and Dua silently in the homes. Even Qunoot-e-Naazilah
should not be performed. The juhala have made a mockery of Qunoot-e-Naazilah. It has
become an empty ritual of riya (show) bereft of Ikhlaas.
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